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Description

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a cooling device for electronic equipments for use in aircrafts or high speed computers displaying a high mounting density and involving a necessity for its size to be reduced.

Description of the Prior Art

Hitherto, there has been a problem to be overcome upon removal of heat generated by electronic equipments since the size of the electronic equipments needs to be reduced and operation speed thereof needs to be increased. In order to overcome such problem, a method has been employed that liquid is cycled in the equipment so as to transmit generated heat outside the equipment for the purpose of allowing the heat to radiate.

However, a liquid cooling device of the type described above needs to be provided with a liquid cycling pump, a motor for driving the pump, and electricity. Therefore, such type of device cannot be employed as a small sized device, and furthermore, it cannot be preferably used on the viewpoints of reliability, electricity consumption and noise reduction.

From IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, Vol. 30, No.6, November 1987, p. 389-390 a cooling system for electronic components is known in which the waste heat of a high temperature electronic component is utilized as an energy source for cooling another electronic component utilizing the Dalton's law of partial pressures in a binary mixture of specific substances which vaporize at different temperatures.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is an overall view of an electronic equipment cooling device according to the present invention, in which a partial portion is shown as a cross-sectional shape;
Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of another means for connecting two flow passages on the viewpoint of operation;
Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 illustrating other means;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view, a part of which is cut, of an electronic equipment cooling device according to another embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a partial perspective view of a print including electronic devices and a substrate; and
Fig. 6 is a partial cross-sectional view illustrating a state in which printed substrates are mounted on a heat accumulating portion in an electronic equipment.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

The invention is to provide a type of electronic equipment cooling device in which the waste heat from one electronic equipment serves for cooling another electronic component without the necessity of using such specific substances of the prior system. The cooling device according to the invention is set out in the appended claim and comprises: a first cyclic flow passage including a heat driven pump, heat emitting means to provide heat to the pump, and a first radiator or heat exchanger for cooling said heat driven pump, and a second cyclic flow passage including the electronic equipment to be cooled, a second radiator or heat exchanger and two stopper valves permitting a flow of fluid through the second heat exchanger and the electronic equipment in a single direction only, said first and second cyclic flow passages being separated from each other by a pressure transmitting means effecting circulation of the fluid in the second cyclic flow passage. The cooling device according to the invention comprises two independent cyclic flow passages in which one of the passages includes a heat driven pump in which steam bubbles in a manner similar to a heat transporting devices according to the EP-A-169 550 are generated for increasing the pressure to provide a pumping effect in this cyclic flow passage.

Fig. 1 illustrates a cooling device according to an embodiment of the present invention. Five power transistors insulated by an electricity insulating sheet and arranged to serve as an electric power source are secured to a heat accumulating plate 1 made of a material having a high heat conductivity such as copper. The upper portion of the heat accumulating plate 1 also serves as a recessed portion 3 for a heating portion of the heat driven pump P. Heat from the power transistors 2 is accumulated by the heat accumulating plate 1 to the recessed portion 3 in which a part of the inner liquid is vaporized. As a result, steam bubbles are generated and grown in a gas-liquid converting chamber 4. As a result of the thus-grown steam bubbles, liquid in the gas-liquid converting chamber 4 opens a primary discharge stopper valve 5 by a degree corresponding to the grown capacity of the steam bubbles, and the liquid is discharged into a primary outlet pipe 6. At this time, a primary
suction stopper valve 7 is closed so that the liquid corresponding to the grown capacity of the steam bubbles makes a diaphragm of a pressure conducting device 8 project upward. When the grown steam bubbles then disappear due to being cooled in the gas-liquid converting chamber 4, the primary discharge stopper valve 5 is closed, while the primary suction stopper valve is opened so that the liquid which has been cooled by a first radiator 9 is, via a primary inlet pipe 10, introduced into the gas-liquid converting chamber 4 of the heat driven pump P. Simultaneously, the diaphragm which has projected upward restores its original state. As described above, liquid in the primary cyclic flow passage including the heat driven pump P cycles through the flow passage with heat generated by the power transistors 3 transferred to the outside primary radiator 9, and moves the diaphragm of the pressure conducting device 8. On the other hand, since the diaphragm 8 projects upward, inner liquid opens a secondary discharge stopper valve 11 and closes the secondary suction stopper valve 12 in the secondary cyclic flow passage so that liquid is pushed out by the amount corresponding to the capacity of the diaphragm projected from the secondary outlet pipe 13 to the secondary radiator 14. When the diaphragm of the pressure conducting device is returned to its original state, liquid returns from a heat accumulating portion 15 in the electronic equipment after it has passed the connecting rubber tube 18 and a secondary inlet pipe 16 and closed the secondary suction stopper valve 12. As described above, heat in the electronic equipment is transferred by the liquid in the secondary cyclic flow passage and radiates to outside. A water hammer prevention stopper valve 17 disposed outside the two stopper valves in the secondary cyclic flow passage and in parallel to the heat accumulating portion 15 in the electronic equipment serves to absorb the water hammer generated when the stopper valves are opened and closed. Such water hammer prevention stopper valve can effectively prevent the water hammer in a case of a long cyclic flow passage. The water hammer prevention stopper valve may be provided in the primary cyclic flow passage side including the heat driven pump. However, this cooling device can operate if such water hammer is not provided.

In a case where the cyclic flow passage comprises pipes made of metal or the like, an accumulator needs to be provided in the secondary cyclic flow passage. Such accumulator can be replaced by a rubber or a soft plastic pipe used in part in the flow passage. Furthermore, since different types of liquid can be used between the primary flow passage and the secondary flow passage, use of easily vaporizable liquid, with respect to liquid used in the secondary flow passage, in a primary flow passage can cause for the diaphragm to operate further actively.

Furthermore, even if the power consumption by the electronic equipment is changed when the same is used, the following changes automatically occur in accordance with this power consumption change by virtue of the characteristics of such heat driven pump: increase in the power consumption, increase in heat generated from the power transistors, increase in the amount of discharge from the heat driven pump, and increase in the amount of circulating liquid in the secondary flow passage in the electronic equipment. As a result, temperature rise in the electronic equipment can be prevented. Referring to Fig. 2, the region surrounded by dashed line serves as a driving portion of the device according to the present invention.

The flow passage which connects the primary flow passage to the diaphragm may be disposed at any position in the primary flow passage. However, it is preferable for this flow passage to be disposed between the outlet of the primary side radiator and the primary side suction stopper valve in order to make heat transmission from the heat driven pump to the diaphragm difficult.

The secondary radiator in the secondary flow passage may also be disposed in the secondary flow passage. However, it is advantageous for the secondary radiator to be disposed between the secondary suction stopper valve which is disposed at the outlet from the diaphragm and the heat accumulating portion in the electronic equipment on the viewpoint that cooled liquid from the outlet of the radiator can be supplied to the inside portion of the electronic equipment.

Although the primary cyclic flow passage and the secondary cyclic flow passage are connected to each other with a diaphragm in the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, another structure may be employed as an alternative to the structure in which the diaphragm is employed. That is, as shown in Fig. 2, a U-shaped pipe is used to establish a connection between the primary cyclic flow passage 19 and the secondary cyclic flow passage 20 and liquid 21 having a larger density than that used in the primary side and the secondary side and having a characteristic not to be mixed with the liquid in both sides is enclosed in this above-described U-shaped pipe. In addition, a structure as shown in Fig. 3 may be employed such that magnetic liquid 22 is enclosed between the liquid in the primary side and the secondary side and the thus enclosed magnetic liquid is retained at a predetermined position by a permanent magnet 23.

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of another embodiment of the present invention in which the state that the device according to the present invention is applied to an actual equipment is illustrated. A
heat source and a primary radiation system are formed by a driving portion 24 which comprises the heat driven pump, electric power source unit 25 and power transistors 26 serving as a heat source, primary radiator 27 and a primary cyclic flow passage pipe 28.

On the other hand, a secondary radiation system is formed by a secondary cyclic flow passage pipe 29 which passes from the secondary radiator 30, via heat accumulating portion 31 in the electronic equipment, to a driving portion.

A multiplicity of printed substrates 33 as shown in Fig. 5 are provided in the electronic equipment in such a manner that the printed substrates 33 are coupled with the heat accumulating portion 31.

Fig. 5 illustrates the printed substrates 33 manufactured so as to be used in a high-density mounted manner. Each of the electronic devices 32 is soldered in such a manner that the same is positioned in contact with a bus bar 34 made of a material having an excellent thermal conductivity such as copper. As a result, heat generated from each of the electronic devices is transmitted to the bus bar 34.

Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the guide portion of the printed substrate shown in Fig. 4. The printed substrate 33 is abutted by a spring 35 against the bus bar 34 on the wall of the guide portion which is made of an excellent heat conductive material in the heat accumulating portion 31 in the electronic equipment. As a result, heat can be transmitted to the heat accumulating portion 31. Since a cyclic flow passage 36 is provided in this heat accumulating portion 31, heat of the heat accumulating portion 31 is discharged by cyclic liquid enclosed in the cyclic flow passage 36.

The cooling device according to the present invention does not need any additional energy source such as electricity since it is operated by heat generated from heating devices in an electric source or the like. Furthermore, since the device according to the present invention does not employ a conducting motor, noise cannot be generated. In addition, since the size of this device can be reduced and structure of the same can be simplified, an excellent reliability can be obtained and application to small sized electronic equipments can be easily performed.

Claims

1. An electronic equipment cooling device comprising: a first cyclic flow passage (6,10,19,28) including a heat driven pump (P), heat emitting means (1,2) to provide heat to the pump, and a first radiator or heat exchanger (9,27) for cooling said heat driven pump, and a second cyclic flow passage (13,16,18,20,29) including the electronic equipment to be cooled, a second radiator or heat exchanger (14,30) and two stopper valves (11,12) permitting a flow of fluid through the second heat exchanger and the electronic equipment in a single direction only, said first and second cyclic flow passages being separated from each other by a pressure transmitting means (8,21,22,23) effecting circulation of the fluid in the second cyclic flow passage (28).

Patentansprüche

1. Kühlvorrichtung für eine elektronische Apparatur umfassend: eine erste Umlaufströmungs- passage (6,10,19,28), die eine wärmegetriebene Pumpe (P), eine wärmeabgebende Einrichtung (1,2), welche Wärme an die Pumpe liefert, und einen ersten Radiator oder Wärmetauscher (9,27) zur Kühlung der wärmegetriebenen Pumpe enthält, und eine zweite Umlaufströmungsphase (13,16,18,20,29), die die zu kühlende elektronische Apparatur, einen zweiten Radiator oder Wärmetauscher (14,30) und zwei Absperrventile (11,12) enthält, die eine Fluidströmung durch den zweiten Wärmetauscher und die elektronische Apparatur in nur einer einzigen Richtung erlauben, wobei die erste und zweite Umlaufströmungsphase durch eine einen Umlauf des Fluides in der zweiten Umlaufströmungsphase (28) bewirkende Druckübertragungseinrichtung (8,21,22,23) voneinander getrennt sind.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de refroidissement d'équipement électrique comprenant : un premier passage d'écoulement cyclique (6, 10, 19, 28) comprenant une pompe (P) mue par la chaleur, des moyens (1, 2) dégageant de la chaleur, qui servent à fournir de la chaleur à la pompe ; et un premier radiateur ou échangeur de chaleur (9, 27) destiné à refroidir ladite pompe mue par la chaleur et un deuxième passage d'écoulement cyclique (13, 16, 18, 20, 29) comprenant l'équipement électronique à refroidir, un deuxième radiateur ou échangeur de chaleur (14, 30) et deux clapets anti-retour (11, 12) qui ne laissent le fluide s'écouler à travers le deuxième échangeur de chaleur et l'équipement électronique que dans un seul sens, les dits premier et deuxième passages d'écoulement cyclique étant séparés l'un de l'autre par un moyen de transmission de la pression (8, 21, 22, 23) qui détermine la circulation du fluide dans le deuxième passage d'écoulement cyclique (28).